Let M od g be the modular group of surfaces of genus g. Each element [h] ∈ M od g induces in the integer homology of a surface of genus g a symplectic automorphism H([h]) and Poincaré shown that H : M od g → Sp(2g, Z) is an epimorphism. The theory of real algebraic curves justify the definition of real Riemann surface as a Riemann surface S with an anticonformal involution σ. Let (S, σ) be a real Riemann surface, the subgroup M od σ g of M od g that consists of the elements [h] ∈ M od g that have a representant h such that h • σ = σ • h, plays the rôle of the modular group in the theory of real Riemann surfaces. In this work we describe the image by H of M od σ g . Such image depends on the topological type of the involution σ.
Introduction
The modular group, M od g , of genus g surfaces (or mapping class group) is the group of orientation preserving autohomeomorphisms of a surface of genus g modulo the homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. Each element [h] ∈ M od g induces in the integer homology of S a symplectic automorphism in Sp(2g, Z), then there is a homomorphism M od g → Sp(2g, Z). In the celebrated paper [ P] , one of the principal results shown by Poincaré is that the homomorphism M od g → Sp(2g, Z) is onto. Hence every element of the symplectic group can be represented as the induced homomorphism on the integer homology by an autohomemorphism of a surface. This result gives an important relation between the modular group of complex curves and the symplectic group and has been used, for instance, in the classification of abelian actions on surfaces, see [ CN] , [ E] .
The moduli space of complex algebraic curves is a central object in mathematics and recently in mathematical physics. The moduli space is the quo-tient of the Teichmüller space by the action of the modular group. By this fact, the modular group M od g plays an important rôle in the study of the geometry and topology of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of complex algebraic curves, see [ N] and [ MS] .
A real Riemann surface (S, σ) is a Riemann surface S with an anticonformal involution σ. Real Riemann surfaces correspond to real algebraic curves and the moduli space of real Riemann surfaces is the moduli of real algebraic curves or "real moduli space". The study of the moduli space of real algebraic curves has some similarities with the study of the complex one but it present some difficulties that are not been upraised. The "real moduli space" has importance in their own right and has applications in many areas (see [ D] ). The modular group of a real Riemann surface (real modular group) is the subgroup M od σ g of M od g that consists of the elements [h] ∈ M od g that have a representant h such that h • σ = σ • h. The real moduli for real Riemann surfaces with the same topological type that (S, σ) is the quotient of a contractible space by the action of M od σ g (see [ N] ). For the real modular group the Poincaré result must be adapted in a not direct way, for instance it is not true in general that the application given by the action on homology:
is onto, where σ H is the automorphism defined by σ in the homology. Our aim in this work is to establish the Poincaré result for the real modular group. Let S be a orientable compact surface of genus g and σ be an orientation reversing involution of S, we say that (S, σ) has topological type +k, with 0 < k ≤ g + 1 and g ≡ k − 1 mod 2, (respectively −k, with 0 ≤ k ≤ g), if F ix(σ) (the real part of (S, σ)) has k connected components and S − F ix(σ) is not connected, separating real part, (resp. is connected, non-separating real part). Each connected component of F ix(σ) is a closed Jordan curve and will be called an oval. Let H : M od σ g → Sp(2g, Z) be the homomorphism given by the action on the homology. The principal results are: Case 1. The topological type of (S, σ) is −0. (Theorem 7)
and such that the X i , i = 1, ..., k are represented by the k ovals in F ix(σ) and
Case 3. The topological type of (S, σ) is +k. (Theorem 10).
such that the X i , i = 1, ..., k − 1 are represented by k − 1 ovals,
, ..., X g , Y g , and if we denote:
Note that in this case g − k − 1 ≡ 0 mod 2 by Harnack theorem (see [ BEGG] ).
Preliminaries on crystallographic groups
Let U 2 = S 2 , E 2 and H 2 be the sphere, euclidean plane and the hyperbolic plane respectively and let G be the group of transformations of U 2 . Let G + be the index two subgroup of G consisting in the orientation preserving transformations of U 2 . A crystallographic group, is a discrete subgroup Γ of the group G with compact quotient space. If the group Γ contains orientation reversing transformations then Γ + = Γ ∩ G + is an index two subgroup of Γ and Γ + is the canonical orientation preserving crystallographic subgroup of Γ.
If Γ is such a group then its algebraic structure and the geometrical structure of the quotient orbifold U 2 /Γ is given by the signature (see [ BEGG] ): s(Γ) = (h; ±; [m 1 , ..., m r ]; {(n 11 , ..., n 1s 1 ), ..., (n k1 , ..., n ks k )}).
(*)
The orbit space U 2 /Γ is an orbifold with underlying surface of genus h, having r cone points and k boundary components, each with s j ≥ 0, j = 1, ..., k, corner points. The signs ′′ + ′′ and ′′ − ′′ correspond to orientable and non-orientable underlying surfaces respectively. The integers m i are called the proper periods of Γ and they are the orders of the cone points of U 2 /Γ. The brackets (n i1 , ..., n is i ) are the period cycles of Γ and the integers n ij are the link periods of Γ; they are the orders of the corner points of U 2 /Γ.
A group Γ with signature (*) has a canonical presentation with generators:
x 1 , ..., x r , e 1 , ..., , e k , c ij ,
.., d h otherwise, and relators: 
Preliminary results
Let S be an orientable compact surface of genus g, let H 1 (S, Z) be the first homology group of S and (., .) be the bilinear intersection form in H 1 (S, Z). Let σ : S → S be an orientation reversing involution and assume that F ix(σ) consists in k ovals, k ≥ 0. We denote by σ H : H 1 (S, Z) → H 1 (S, Z) the homomorphism induced by σ in homology.
Proof. The orbifold S/ σ can be uniformized by a spherical, euclidean or hyperbolic crystallographic group ∆ of signature
be a canonical presentation of ∆. The index two subgroup of ∆ + containing the orientation transformations of ∆, uniformizes S, i. e. S = U 2 /∆ + . A set of generators of ∆ + in terms of the above presentation of ∆ is:
The involution σ induces on ∆ + an automorphism given by conjugation by d g+1 . On the set of generators of ∆ + produces:
Let θ : ∆ + → H 1 (S, Z) be the abelianization epimorphism and denote:
Corollary 4 ϕ is a monomorphism
Proof. Let a ∈ ker ϕ. Hence a ∈ Aut σ H (H 1 (S, Z)) and a| V 0 = id. We know that a(X i ) = X i , i = 1, ..., g and now we want to show that a(Y i ) = Y i .
Since a preserves the symplectic form and (
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 1 but now using the uniformization of S/ σ by a crystallographic group with signature
be a canonical presentation of ∆. The index two subgroup of ∆, ∆ + , consisting of the orientation preserving transformations of ∆ uniformizes S. A set of generators of ∆ + in terms of the above presentation of ∆ is:
The involution σ induces on ∆ + an automorphism given by conjugation by c k . On the set of generators of ∆ + produces:
The effect of σ H on X i is as given in the statement of the Lemma.
Let M od g be the modular group of surfaces of genus g, i. e. the group of orientation preserving autohomeomorphisms of surfaces of genus g modulo homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity. We define:
Let ∆ be a crystallographic group with signature
where η is 2 or 1 depending if there is a + or a − in the signature, uniformizing S/ σ . Let ∆ + be the index two subgroup of ∆ containing the orientation preserving transformations, then σ : S = U 2 /∆ + → U 2 /∆ + = S and there is a 2-fold orbifold covering S = U 2 /∆ + → U 2 /∆ = S/ σ .
Lemma 6
There is an isomorphism ψ : Aut(∆) → M od σ g Proof. Let α : ∆ → ∆ be an automorphism, there is a homeomorphism h : U 2 /∆ → U 2 /∆ inducing α (see [ MS] Corollary 7.4 for hyperbolic crystallographic groups, for spherical and euclidean groups is a classical fact).
Let h + : U 2 /∆ + → U 2 /∆ + be the orientation preserving lifting of h to Let S be an orientable compact surface of genus g. Let σ : S → S be an orientation reversing involution and assume that F ix(σ) = ∅. We denote by σ H : H 1 (S, Z) → H 1 (S, Z) the homomorphism induced by σ in homology. By Lemma 1 there is a base Z) ) : h preserves the symplectic form (., .) and h • σ H = σ H • h}.
By Corollaries 3 and 4 there is a monomorphism ϕ :
Let M od g be the modular group of surfaces of genus g, i. e. the group of orientation preserving autohomeomorphisms of surfaces of genus g modulo homeomorphisms isotopic to the identity.
Let σ be an orientation reversing autohomeomorphism of a surface without fixed points. We define:
Let H : M od σ g → Aut σ H (H 1 (S, Z) ) be the homomorphism given by H(h) = h H , where h H is the homomorphism induced in the homology by h, then our main result in this Section is:
. By Corollary 4, ϕ is a monomorphism then we need only to prove that ϕ • H • ψ is an epimorphism. If g ≤ 1 the result is obvious since V 0 in such cases has dimension ≤ 1. Let now assume that g ≥ 2.
To prove the Theorem we need to show that ϕ•H •ψ is an epimorphism. Let d 1 , ..., d g+1 : d 2 1 ...d 2 g+1 = 1 be a canonical presentation of ∆. We define the automorphisms α i , i = 1, ..., g, β and γ by:
Now we shall compute ϕ • H • ψ of the above automorphisms. Let {X i } i=1,...,g be the basis of V 0 obtained from the above canonical presentation of ∆ following the proof of Lemma 1.
The matrix of A i in the basis {X i } i=1,...,g is:
Note that multiplying by the left or the right by A i we can interchange the rows and columns of a given matrix. The following matrix obtained from B permuting rows corresponds to an element in the image of ϕ • H • ψ:
Now the following matrices also corresponds to elements in the image of ϕ • H • ψ:
and:
We have also:
Using A i and G 3 we can obtain from G 2 and G 3 the matrices:
To finish the proof it is enough to show that given an integer g ×g matrix M with det M = ±1 then M is a product of the matrices A i , G ′ 1 and G ′ 2 . Equivalently:
are words in A i , B, C and this fact follows from [ V] , vol. 2 pg. 107.
Poincaré's theorem for real Riemann surfaces
with non-separating fixed point set.
Assume that σ is an orientation reversing autohomeomorphism that fixes k closed curves and such that S/ σ is non-orientable. If h is an autohomeomorphism of S such that h • σ = σ • h, then induces a homeomorphism h ′ : S/ σ → S/ σ . Hence h ′ sends boundary components to boundary components and h sends fixed curves by σ in fixed curves. Let X 1 , ..., X k be the cycles in H 1 (S, Z) represented by the ovals of σ. Thus h H must permute the elements in the set {X 1 , ..., X k }, i. e. h(X i ) = X j , i, j ∈ {1, ..., k}.
..,g be a base of H 1 (S, Z) given by the Lemma 1. We shall denote:
If H : M od σ g → Aut (H 1 (S, Z) ) is the homomorphism given by H(h) = h H , where h H is the homomorphism induced in the homology by h then H(M od σ g ) ⊂ Aut σ H ,−k (H 1 (S, Z) ). Following the notation in Section 3, note that
where h * is the homomorphism induced by h on ∆. Now h * (d i ) is a word in the d i and the e i and then θ(h * (d i )h * (d i )) is a linear combination of 2X j = θ(e 2 j ), j ∈ {1, ..., k} and X l = θ(d 2 l ), l ∈ {k + 1, ..., g}. Hence H(M od σ g ) ⊂ Aut σ H ,−k (H 1 (S, Z) ). The main result of this Section is:
Proof. Assume that S/ σ is non-orientable and has k = 0 boundary components.
Let {X 1 , Y 1 , ..., X g , Y g } be a basis of H 1 (S, Z) given by Lemma 1 and let h H ∈ Aut σ H ,−k (H 1 (S, Z)).
Lemma 9 There are h ′ H ∈ Aut σ H ,−k (H 1 (S, Z)) and f ∈ M od σ g , such that H(f )•h H = h ′ H and h ′ H (X i ) = X i , i = 1, ..., k and the subspace X k+1 , ..., X g is invariant by the automorphism h ′ H .
Proof of the Lemma. We define the automorphisms δ, ρ i and µ i of ∆ by:
δ :
for every canonical generator different from e k , d k+1 and c k ρ i :
for every canonical generator different from e i , e i+1 and c i µ i :
for every canonical generator different from d i and d i+1
The above automorphisms produce
In the basis {X l } l=1,...,g of V 0 the automorphisms D, R i and M i give:
We can construct a word w (D, R i 
Hence the element f ∈ M od σ g that we are looking for is ψ(w(δ, ρ i , µ i )).
We shall denote by h H,1 the restriction of h ′ H to X k+1 , ..., X g . Let C be a closed curve in S/ σ such that S/ σ − C has two connected components F 1 and F 2 , such that F 1 is homeomorphic to a non-orientable surface of genus g + 1 with connected boundary and F 2 is homeomorphic to a planar surface with k + 1 boundary components. Note that C = F 1 ∩ F 2 and that the preimage by π : S → S/ σ of C is a set of two closed and disjoint curves C 1 and C 2 .
Let F 1 be the surface obtained from F 1 closing the boundary component with a disc and F 1 be the surface obtained from π −1 (F 1 ) closing with two discs the boundaries C 1 and C 2 . Let σ 1 be the orientation reversing automorphism of F 1 giving as quotient F 1 . Hence we can identify F ix(σ 1 ) ⊂ H 1 ( F 1 , Z) with X k+1 , ..., X g . By Theorem 7 we have a homeomorphism h 1 : F 1 → F 1 such that h 1 • σ 1 = σ 1 • h 1 , (h 1 ) H = h H,1 and we can choose h 1 in such a way that h 1 fixes C 1 and C 2 . The extension of h 1 | π −1 (F 1 ) to S by the identity give us an element h ′ of M od σ g such that
Example. Let S be a surface of genus 2 and σ be an orientation reversing autohomeomorphism of S with one (non-separating) oval. Let {X 1 , Y 1 , X 2 , Y 2 } be a base given by the Lemma 1. Hence:
Let us consider the automorphism of H 1 (S, Z):
It is easy to verify that h preserves the symplectic form (., .) and h•σ H = σ H • h, but, by Theorem 8, h is not induced by an autohomeomorphism of S that commutes with σ. 6 Poincaré's theorem for real Riemann surfaces with separating fixed point set.
Assume that σ is an orientation reversing autohomeomorphism that fixes k closed curves and such that S/ σ is orientable. If h is an autohomeomorphism of S such that h • σ = σ • h, then induces a homeomorphism h ′ : S/ σ → S/ σ . Hence h ′ sends boundary components to boundary components and h sends fixed curves by σ in fixed curves. Thus h H must permute the elements in the set X 1 , ..., X k−1 ,
Let S 1 and S 2 be the two connected components of S/ σ − F ix(σ). We can identify
, ..., X g , Y g . If we denote by
, ..., X g , Y g , , then the homology classes in H i are represented by curves contained in one of the connected components S 1 or S 2 . Then h H (H i ) ⊂ H 1 (S j , Z), i, j ∈ {1, 2}. We shall denote:
Aut σ H ,+k (H 1 (S, Z)) = {h ∈ Aut(H 1 (S, Z)) : h preserves the symplectic form (., .), h • σ H = σ H • h, h(X i ) = X j or
If H : M od σ g → Aut(H 1 (S, Z) ) is the homomorphism given by H(h) = h H , we have observed above that H(M od σ g ) ⊂ Aut σ H ,+k (H 1 (S, Z)).
Theorem 10 H(M od σ g ) = Aut σ H ,+k (H 1 (S, Z))
Proof. Assume that S/ σ is orientable and has k = 0 boundary components.
Let {X 1 , Y 1 , ..., X g , Y g } be the basis of H 1 (S, Z) given in Lemma 4 and let h H ∈ Aut σ H ,+k (H 1 (S, Z)).
Lemma 11 There are h ′ H ∈ Aut σ H ,+k (H 1 (S, Z) ) and f ∈ M od σ g , such that
Proof of the Lemma. We define the automorphisms ω, ξ, ν i , µ, ρ i of ∆ by: 
